Filling table 707
A table for filling purposes
Ideal design
How do you recognize the ideal filling table? For one:
it holds products. And: It supports you during production
without being in the way. It is large, solid, hygienic, well
constructed and offers a certain added value. This isn’t just
a table but a VEMAG filling table.
The VEMAG filling table has, in addition to excellent
VEMAG quality, ergonomic advantages which make working
much easier for the operator.
VEMAG offers the unique solution for those who value
maximum ergonomics during the production process.

VEMAG Filling table 707
The VEMAG filling table is ideal to continue - straight and solid. Nothing Hygiene
hold products for further processing shakes or has to be readjusted. This
after they come out of the machine.
saves time. Time which will benefit
The castors are used after the work
your production. And more time for is done. The slightly tilted table can
A table is a table
production means more turnover.
be moved easily due to the castors
fitted to two of the feet. Either to the
At the first glance, the special feature Circumferential edge elevation
next production or simply for cleaning
of the VEMAG filling table is its unusual
purposes. Cleaning can be carried out
shape. It’s totally different from other
A small edge elevation runs along the using standard cleaning agents.
tables. Ergonomics was at the forefront VEMAG filling table. Pure ergonomics.
of the design process. Not square like This will prevent water from running of
other tables, but thought through right the table soaking the user. The clothes
to the last detail.
stay dry, the working situation remains
A bay at the table allows the operator comfortable. And also the products
to move closer to the machine while benefit from this edge elevation. It All advantages at a glance:
standing upright without bending over. forms a barrier, which means that
This is good for the back and ensures even hard to reach products don’t fall - Ergonomically formed
relaxed working. And the operator can onto the floor but stay where they are - Adjustable height
concentrate on the most important and where they belong: on the filling - Circumferential edge elevation
thing: the product. And this in turn table. This increases the usable product - One leg, hence revolving and spaceallows consistent values, consistent quantity for your turnover.
saving
qualities.
And this simply by adding practically - Drain with appliance for pipe fitting
designed tools. Simply a VEMAG filling - Castors
Freedom of movement
table.
The water which is contained by
Four feet on one leg with central the edge elevation has to be drained
height adjustment guarantee the somehow. And for this purpose the
operator freedom of movement. The leg table has a drain. It is fitted to into a
is positioned in the middle and rests slightly sunk position in the table: if the
on solid feet. There is no way to knock table is adjusted to a straight position,
against the legs as is common when then the water will directly flow there.
working at a table with four legs.
The drain is located in a dent
The operator has space to position diagonally opposite of the table. This
himself comfortably at the VEMAG means that the operator does not even
filling table. And has everything under notice the drain pipe which is fitted
control. And the one leg approach has to the drain. He can continue with his
other advantages. Height adjustment work. Your products remain dry while
is easy and quick. Only one leg has to the operator can concentrate on his
be adjusted and everything is ready to work.
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Technical data:
1.031 x 911 mm
779 – 1.079 mm
7 times height adjustment
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Working area:
Height up to bottom edge filling table:
Adjustment:

